
PROCEDURES FOR SCRIPT BREAKDOWNS AND REVISIONS 

SCRIPT BREAKDOWN

Lining and breaking down the script for production purposes is the first and one of the 
most important aspects of pre-production. Rendering the script into practical elements 
and breaking down scenes into isolated units allows the AD to prepare a detailed, easy-to-
read shooting schedule and plan for the crew and cast and helps the producers and UPM 
to create a working budget.

When preparing a locked script, each page and master scene must be numbered with 
whole, consecutive numbers. (May be done at time of “lock” by the writer, director or 
producer. If an AD or Script Supervisor receives a locked script with no scene numbers, 
each will assign scene numbers when they begin their separate breakdowns. Then, the 
AD, SS and Producer must confer to make sure their scene numberings are in agreement.)
Do not assign prefixes or suffixes to scene numbers at this locked stage. POVs, 
flashbacks, and montages such as dream sequences should be assigned consecutive 
numbers where they fall in the script, just like other scenes.

The shooting schedule is built from the locked script that has page and scene numbers on 
the right and left of the capitalized scene description. The scene numbers are the key to 
identifying all scenes from the start of pre-production to the end of post. The cast, 
production, crew, editorial and office staff will use the scene numbers to organize their 
work so these numbers must remain accurate and constant. Removal and re-numbering 
of scenes whether original, newly inserted, revised or omitted will cause major 
confusion.

Insertions of new material, deletions and revisions to this “locked” script will cause 
confusion if the original locked pages and scenes are renumbered or disappear because 
they’ve been omitted. It is incumbent on the production staff including the AD to inform 
all departments when changes are made to the locked script and supply updated scripts or 
pages or schedules that maintain the locked script’s sequential continuity. 

Production breakdown accuracy is of critical importance because any errors or omissions 
made at this stage will effect the entire production (i.e.- it will cost time, money and 
possibly your job!) Always check and recheck and have someone else check and recheck 
the breakdown. Ideally the best proofreader is the script supervisor, but they are often not 
available or even hired yet when the script is broken-down for production. The script 
supervisor will do their own breakdown using notations and tools appropriate for 
maintaining editorial and narrative continuity. However, the production and script 
breakdowns must share information and at the very least will agree on scene and page 
numbers and page counts.

Rules:  If in doubt, ask            Never assume anything     Always cover your rear

Lining & Breaking Down the Locked Script

TOOLS:
• A transparent ruler
• Pencils colored & regular (see below). Don’t use pens. Highlighters are tempting
  but not recommended. You may need to make copies.

• Read and reread the script. Just absorb the story and characters.

• With the ruler, “line” the script creating boundaries for each scene with a bold line 
across the page. Scene by scene, underline the first instance each production element 
using colored pencils and mark other elements such as wardrobe with the appropriate 
symbol.



Color Codes and Symbols for Production Elements

Cast – Speaking Roles = RED Stunts = ORANGE
Bit Players = YELLOW Special Efex = BLUE
B/G Atmosphere = GREEN Props = VIOLET
Picture Vehicles = PINK Animals= DARK PINK
Hair/Make-up = ASTERISK (*) Wardrobe = OVAL
Special Equip. = RECTANGLE Sound Notes = BROWN

•Notes and questions are written in the right margin by the related scene description or 
element. In the other margin the page count (see below) is noted. Formatting of margin 
notations are up to the preference of the person lining the script.  Also up to personal 
preference is whether to fill-out the individual scene breakdown sheets as the script is 
being lined or to begin the breakdown after the entire script has been lined. The writer of 
this memo has always made fewer initial errors with the later method.

The elements and critical information of each lined script scene is transferred to either a 
hand-written or computerized breakdown sheet. It is nearly standard industry practice to 
use computer-scheduling programs such as EP Scheduling for breakdowns and schedules:

These programs are extremely useful because they automatically link the breakdown 
sheet information to other documents used in the production process (schedules, strip-
boards, reports) with the exception of call-sheets and daily production reports. Colored 
scene breakdown sheets can be used if working by hand:



During the breakdown process, the main characters are given permanent numbers that are 
usually assigned by importance to the script or billing of the actor playing the role. The 
other elements transferred from script to breakdown are individually pondered for what it 
will take to physically deliver and utilize that element on set. Some are simple. A table 
with an ashtray on it. Here, it’s incumbent on the Line Producer and Set Designer or Art 
Director to learn the specifics: What type of astray? What kind, size and color table. 
Enough of these details should be added to the breakdown sheets as they emerge to 
identify them from other tables and ashtrays that may appear in the script. Some elements 
will require a lot of clarification from various departments: The ghost of Hamlets father 
appears. Though the complexity of script elements will vary, it’s critical that they are all 
accurately transferred to the breakdown.



PAGE COUNTS

Page count entries are used to give an indication of the film’s running time and, along 
with scene counts, to track the progress of the shooting schedule. Since individual scenes 
can be longer than one page, their length is measured in page and page fractions. Each 
page is divided as closely as possible into eighths, using scene endings as natural 
boundaries where possible. When scenes run longer than one page, adding up to, say 
seventeen eighths, the count for that scene is labeled 2 1/8 pages on the breakdown 
sheet. Page counts are estimations and should be determined with judgment based on 
discussion and agreement with the script supervisor. In calculating a total page count, 
stock photography and omitted scenes are not included.

 PROCEDURES FOR SCENE NUMBERING 

As mentioned, when a script has been locked in the program where it was created (Final 
Draft for example) its scene and page numbers become fixed. It now can be distributed to 
cast, crew and editorial staff. Here in the U.S., the most common method for scene 
numbering and slating is the “Script Scene” system. This system uses assigned master 
scene numbers in the script for slating each scene. 

Methods to delineate revisions in the locked script follow these principals:

• When a scene is deleted from a locked script, do not re-number the master 
scenes. Simply indicate on the appropriate page the scene that has been removed –
SC 13 – OMITTED.

• When a scene is added to a locked script, do not re-number the master scenes. 
Use a prefix to indicate the added scene where appropriate. It is assigned a prefix 
"A" so it can be inserted where needed without disrupting the existing scene 
number sequence that all departments are working from. For example:
A scene inserted between SC 5 and SC 6 would be numbered SC A5. The new 
scene gets its own breakdown sheet, adding it to all future schedules and reports.

• Page numbers must also stay constant. Added pages are numbered using capital 
letter suffixes: “20A”, “20B”, “20C”. When entire pages are removed, the page 
range of the eliminated pages is noted in the appropriate place. For example:
Scenes 54, 55 & 56, which appear on Pages 38 thru 42 of the script, have been 
removed. Scene 53 ends at the top page 38 and scene 57 begins at the bottom of 
page 42. After scene 53 a slug line is inserted stating; SC 54-56 / PAGES 39-41 
OMITTED. The rest of page 38 is left blank and the next page will be page 42 
with scene 57 starting in the same location it had in the locked script. Any page 
space above it is left blank. This will assure that the following scenes will 
maintain their locked positions in the script. The omitted scenes must be marked 
as such in the schedule breakdown sheets, altering the page count but not the page 
numbering.

• Specific revisions are flagged by the insertion of asterisks in the right margin 
beside the change. (This is done automatically in programs such as Final Draft).

• Pages on which changes occur are printed on colored paper with the color 
changing with each revision. The typical sequence of page colors start with the 
locked WHITE page, then BLUE, YELLOW, GREEN, PINK, GOLDENROD 
then back to white and so on. When a new page color is used, that color is also 
applied to the script title page with the date of revision. (Color sequence may vary 
from production to production). 

• Revised pages are further distinguished by the addition of the revision date in 
the upper right-hand corner: “Rev. 2/19/09”. A different font color may further 
delineate revisions and additions on the page.



The assigning of slate numbers during principal photography is the jurisdiction of the 
Script Supervisor.  Script Supervisors respectfully request camera and sound crew follow 
the professional standard of abiding by the slate numbers the Script Supervisor is 
assigning. Each master scene OR first shot of a scene will be slated with the whole 
number it has been assigned in the script, such as SC 5.  A new slate number with a suffix 
will be used when shooting an additional shot that will be used to build the scene, for 
example, 5A, 5B, 5C. These are the coverage shots.
Directors, DPs and ADs who prepare shot lists should use a shot identification system
in agreement with Script Supervisors system. Example: The DP wants 6 different shots to 
cover Scene 1. They create a shot list: Shots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or 1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, 1F.
When the crew is on the set making the shots, the first shot for a scene will be slated as 
SC 1, not 1A. The next shot will be slated as 1A, regardless of what the DP’s shot list is 
calling it. If the Director decides on-set that he or she only wants to do 4 of these 6 shots, 
they will be slated and recorded in the script notes as shots 1, 1A, 1B, 1C and these slates 
WILL NOT correspond to the DP’s original identification on their shot list. If there is a 
discrepancy in take number or letter assignment, it should be addressed discreetly 
AFTER the take is complete.


